STATE OF HAWAI'I
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I
KAUA'I COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR

Position Organization Chart
Chart II

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I SYSTEM

PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT
FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES

VICE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR

CHANCELLOR, #69102
PRIVATE SECRETARY II, SR22, #900116

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHER, PBB, #80684

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

EDUCATIONAL SP, PBB, #80447

^Excluded from position count this chart

Perm
GENERAL FUND 4.00

CHART UPDATED
JUL 01 2010

DATE
OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR

CHANCELLOR

INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES

VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS, #89045
SECRETARY II, SR14, #24390
EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST, PBA, #78157

INSTRUCTION

CHART III-A

UNIVERSITY CENTER AND
ACADEMIC SUPPORT

CHART III-B

Excluded from position count this chart
STATE OF HAWAI’I
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI’I
KA‘U’A’I COMMUNITY COLLEGE
INSTRUCTION

Position Organization Chart
Chart III-A

INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES

VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

STENO POOL
CLERK-STENO II, SRO9,
#24705, 26901, 29002, 34970, 42211
OFFICE ASSISTANT, 97426F$-

INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES

LANGUAGE ARTS AND HUMANITIES DIVISION
CHAIRPERSON**
FACULTY (15.00)
HAWAIIAN #74902
FRENCH #88107
JAPANESE #87094
ART #74820, 88460
ENGLISH #82235, 85727, 84176,
84277, 85047
HISTORY #82274
PHILOSOPHY #82149
SPEECH #82292
MUSIC #86818
HAWAIIAN STUDIES #86811
EDUCATIONAL SP, PBA, #78086
OFFICE ASSISTANT, SH10,
#90164F$

MATHEMATICS/SCIENCE/
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION
CHAIRPERSON**
FACULTY (10.00)
MATH #64443, 84652
CHEMISTRY #83179
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE #83284, 82924
PHYSICAL SCIENCE #83266
PSYCHOLOGY #83267
SOCIOLOGY #82416
POLITICAL SCIENCE #85046
COMPUTER SCIENCE #85048

TRADE AND
TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
CHAIRPERSON**
FACULTY (12.00)
AUTO TECHNOLOGY #84395, 84612
AUTO BODY REPAIR #84152
CARPENTRY #83132
MACHINE SHOP #83045
ELECTRONICS #83179, 86817
FACILITIES ENGINEERING #84057
CONSTRUCTION ACADEMY #74750, 74751, 74762, 86899

HEALTH EDUCATION
DIVISION
CHAIRPERSON**
FACULTY (19.00)
NURSING #74804, 74822, 74823,
74897, 74868, 74890, 74890, 82896,
83850, 84015, 84037, 86706, 86705,
87679, 87294, 86071
HEALTH PROFESSIONS / RECREATION #83118
EARLY CHILDHOOD #88510
EARLY CHILDHOOD SPECIALIST, PBA, #80623
EARLY CHILDHOOD SPECIALIST, PBA, #80613

BUSINESS EDUCATION
DIVISION
CHAIRPERSON**
FACULTY (10.00)
ACCOUNTING #82261, 84611
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY #83752, 85868, 88974
HOSPITALITY & TOURISM #85043
CULINARY ARTS #85244, 85579, 85901, 87014
EDUCATIONAL & ACADEMIC SUPPORT SPECIALIST, PBA,
#81919, 97500 (B)
CATERER / HELPER, BC02
#48455 (B)
EDUCATIONAL SP, PBA,
#78774

^ Excluded from position count this chart
** Appointed from instructional positions within divisions on a rotating basis
- $ Position to be established

Permanency:
GENERAL FUND 78.00
(B) SPECIAL FUNDS 2.00

DATE    JUL 01 2010

CHART UPDATED

# ** Position to be established
STATE OF HAWAI'I
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I
KAUA'I COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CONTINUING EDUCATION & TRAINING

Position Organization Chart
Chart VI

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR
CHANCELLOR

CONTINUING EDUCATION & TRAINING
DIRECTOR OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
AND TRAINING, #89176
SECRETARY II, SR14, #22250
OFFICE ASSISTANT III, SR08, #42210
OFFICE ASSISTANT IV, SR10, #46940

NON-CREDIT PROGRAMS
FACULTY (2.00)
VISITOR INDUSTRY, #86667
SMALL BUSINESS, #86685

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
THEATER
THEATER MANAGER, PBB, #81171
THEATER TECHNICIAN, PBB, #77157

*Excluded from position count this chart

Perm
GENERAL FUND 8.00

CHART UPDATED
JUL 01 2010